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ABSTRACT. Surface deforma tions in the neighborhood of a crevasse field were measured over short 
(3 m ) gage lengths in order to study fl ow conditions associated wi th crevasse formation. The results obtained 
were unusual in that they were inconsistent with large-scale resu lts found by previous workers. It was 
concluded that the presence of mall-scale surface effects, such as fractures, pot-holes and hea led crevasses 
give rise to small-scale deformation fields with large spatial and temporal variations and that there is a lower 
limit of gage length below which deformation measurements pertinent to regional flow phenomena cannot 
be made. This lower limit is apparen tl y an order of magnitude greater than the spacing of the features which 
give rise to loca lized effects. 

RESUME. M esures de diformations a petite echelle a. la slliface d'wI glacier. Les deforma tions de la surface dans le 
voisinage d 'une zone de crevasses ont e te mesurees sur de courtes longueurs (3 m) en vue d 'etudier les 
conditions d 'ecoulement associees a la forma tion des crevasses. Les resultats obten us ont ete etranegs en ce 
sens qu'i1s n'etaien t pas coherents avec les resultats a grande echelle obtenus par les precedents chercheurs. 
On en conclut que la presence d'effets de surface a petite echelle tels que fractures, marmites et crevasses 
cicatrisees donne naissance a des champs de deformation a petite echelle avec de grandes va ria tions dans 
l'espace et da ns le temps et qu'il y a une limite inferi eure des longueurs mesurees en dessous de laq ucll e les 
mesures de deforma tion convenables pour le phenomene d 'ecoulem ent d 'ensemble ne peuvent plus etre faites. 
Cette limite inferi eure est appa rement d 'un ordre de grandeur superieur a I'espacem ent des accidents qui 
donnent naissance a d es effets loca lises. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Engmaschige DejormatioTlslllessllllgeTl mif eiller Gletscheroberjidche. Die Oberflachende
formationen in der Nachbarschaft eines Spa ltengebietes wurden in kUI'zen Absta nden (3 m) gemessen, um 
die mit der Spaltenbildung verbundenen Fliessvorgange zu u ntersuchen . Die erha ltenen R esulta te waren 
insofern ungewohnlich, a ls sie mit den Ergebnissen weitmaschiger Messungen fruherer Autoren nicht 
ubereinstimmten. Es wurde geschlossen, dass das Vorhandensein kleinteiliger Erscheinungen an d er 
Oberflache, wie Bruche, Gletschertopfe und wieder geschlossene Spa lten, fein strukturierte Deformations
felder mit grossen ra umlichen und zeitlichen Schwankungen bewirkt und dass es eine untere Grenze fur die 
M essabstande gibt, unter der Deformationsmessungen in Abhangigkeit von regionalen Fliesserscheinungen 
w cht durchgefuhrt werden konnen. Diese untere Grenze ist sichtli ch um eine Ordnung grosser a ls die 
Dimension der E rscheinungen, welche ortliche Effekte hervorrufen. 

THE study of crevasse formation and propagation provides information on the overall 
flow of the glacier and the tensile properties of glacier ice. The earliest theoretical contribu
tion was that of Hopkins (1862) who, from considerations of statics, related crevasse orientation 
to the forces causing motion. More recentl y, Nye (1952) used Glen's flow law in a laminar 
flow model to investigate the occurrence of crevasse pattern and was able to predict realistic 
crevasse depths. 

Field measurements were made by Meier (Meier and others, 1957; Meier, 1960) who 
investigated the formation of transverse crevasses on the Sa katchewan Glacier and on the 
Greenland ice sheet. M eier measured the motion of stakes spaced at distances varying 
from 50 to 200 m, these distances being of the order of the existing crevasse spacing. H e 
concluded that the critical extending strain-rate for the initiation of a transverse crevasse 
was 0.0 1 year- I. H oldsworth ( 1969) confirmed the results obtained by Meier. Lachenbruch 
(1961 ) constructed a model of tension cracks in geological materials; this model predicts 
reasonable depths and spacings of crevasses in glaciers. 

The purpose of this note is to discuss mall-scale surface strain measurements made on the 
Blue Glacier, Washington , during the summers of 1967 and 1968. The apparatus used for 
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these measurements is described in some detail elsewhere (Colbeck and Evans, 1969) a nd 
will not be discussed here. Large spatial varia tions of surface strain were found and these 
results lead to conclusions which are considered to be releven t to the study of small-scale 
glacier flow phenomena . Local flow phenomena considerably different from regional phe
nom ena have previously been recorded . M eier (1960) measured large velocity fluctua tions 
on the Saskatchewa n G lacier over short time intervals and even measured backward motion ; 
similarly, large fluctuations in the rate of basal sliding have been measured in ice tunnels on 
the Blue Glacier . Lliboutry (1969) states tha t study of glacier dynamics necessitates smoothing 
over local fluctuations and that small-scale information is not pertinen t to regional flow 
phenomena. The lower limit of the gage length for deformation measurements which will 
provide useful information for glacier analysis is certainly an important consideration. 

A transverse crevasse field exists on the lower Blue Glacier in which the crevasse spacing 
is consistently 12 m over a total distance of about 150 m. T he regularity of the spacing 
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Fig. I . Positioll of stakes and marginal crevasses. 
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sugge t that crevasse formation is as ociated with a defin i te state of deforma tion. Accordingly, 
i t wa decided to attempt to measure the ta te of deforma tion of the glacier surface on a small 
scale a nd in the immediate vicini ty of a forming crevasse by securing wood stakes in the 
surface at an initia l pacing of 3 m and m easuring their rela ti ve di placement directly. 

A pilot project was planned for the summer of 1967; ho"vever, due to the la te melt, the 
tran ver e creva se field, a lthough below the equilibrium line, wa till covered with now by 
the end of J u ly. Since the technique for securing the stake in the surface required that the 
ice be free of snow measurement were made in a snow-free marginal creva se field. A single 
line of five stakes was placed up-stream from the la t crevasse so that, if the existing spacing 
were continued, the next crevasse should form between stakes 3 a nd 4 (see Fig. I) . F or 
three week no strain-rates greater than the inheren t errors (± I mm) in the measuring 
techniq ues were computed. Subsequently, however, a large exten ion between stakes 3 and 4 
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occurred , corresponding to a strain-rate of about 0.8 year- I. After two days a new fracturc 
was found between stakes 3 and 4. One year later, during the summer of 1968, this fracture 
had opened to form a crevasse. 

On the basis of this pilot project we were encouraged to plan a more complete investiga
tion for the summer of 1968. The m easuring technique was improved so that distances 
between stakes could be m easured to an accuracy of o. 1 mm using dial micrometers mounted 
on a rigidly supported invar bar. The pattern of stakes placed at the upper end of the transverse 
crevasse field is hown in Figure 2. Stakes were placed so that, if the regularity of th e spacing 
were continued, the next crevasse would open between stakes 4 and 5. 

M easurements were taken over a period of 3 weeks, one week of which was needed to 
secure the stakes firmly (see Col beck and Evans (1969) for details) . During this first \,'eek 
the m easurem ents were not considered to be accurate. Subsequently, consistent yet unusual 
results were obtained. 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 represent three typical strain results. Figure 3 shows the strain between 
stakes 1 and 2 ; the strain-rate is linearly ex tensional and undergoes an abrupt inCl-ease at day 
8. Concurren tly, a fracture developed between these stakes. Figure 4 shows the strain 
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bet\\'een stakes 8 and 9, which is uniform ly compressive whi le Figure 5 shows that the strain 
bet\\'een stakes 6 and 7 is extensional for the first 6 days and then changes to become com
pressive , It should be noted that, although these local strain-ra tes are an order of magnitude 
greater than the regional strain-rates m ea ured by M eier, the same is not necessarily the ca e 
for tresse , U se of an appropriate Aow la w, in fact, give stre es approximately twice tho e 
give n by regional values, 
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Fig, 4, Deformatioll between stakes 8 alld 9, 

\\re feel that the unusual results obtained are not due to errors of measurement. The 
d efOl 'mation measurem ents be tween each pair of stakes are consistent and do no t suggest 
that large random errors occurred , ::'\Tor can a consistent molion of the takes rela tive to the 
ice explain the deformations mea ured over the entire network of stakes, A description of the 
nature of the ice in this locality and other ob ervation lend credibility to the data , 

\ \ 'hen seen on an aerial pho tograph, the creva e field appears to be reasonably orderly, 
Ho\\'ever, a large number of small fractures appeared and ubsequently disappeared during 
the period of the experiment. These had a typical fracture spacing of 3 m and were apparentl y 
randomly oriented , Additionally the frac ture observed between stakes I and 2 heal ed without 
deve loping into a crevasse. The surface was further complicated by the presence of another 
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transverse crevasse fi eld some 400 m up-stream of the site. Crevasses from this field had 
healed long before they reached the test site. J. Weertman (personal communica tion) has 
postulated that crevasses may close at the surface though not at depth and, in fact, such 
crevasses have been found on the Blue Glacier (LaChapelle, 1968) . Moulins were present 
near the test site; these were thought to be a remanent feature of the crevasse field up-stream 
and, since they were large enough to be draining surface melt water, they probably had a 
definite effect on the tress distribution around the test site. The nature of the surface and the 
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opening and closing of surface fractures is in fact consistent with the data, namely that the 
state of stress and deformation changes significantly over a distance of a few meters and 
changes in character over short time intervals. 

Such variations on a small scale are consistent with the observations of M eier (1960) and 
have been detected in other materials. For example, large fluctuations in surface strain have 
been measured on concrete specimens after the occurrence of microcracks (H su, 1968). 

The conclusions we draw from the 1968 results are that strain measurements pertinent to 
the overall glacier flow and to the formation of crevasses cannot be obtained from readings 
over such smal l gage lengths as were used here because the presense of surface cracks leads to 
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disconti nuous displacement fields wh ich undergo large variations over small distan ces. T hus, 
although the strain-rate readings may have som e significance with regard to stress di tribu
tion, strain-rates meaningful to a continuum analy is of regional flow phenomena must be 
determined by averaging displacement gradient over di tance which are large compared 
with local phenomena, e.g. urface fracture. A reliable e timate of minimum gage length 
would req uire a statisti cal study of Ul-face fracture spacing and orientation as well as know
ledge of the effect of such fractures on the di tribution of stre s and train-rate. I t seems clear, 
however, that the gage length mu t be an order of magnitude greater than fracture pacing, 
i.e. on the order of 30 m. 

W e do not suggest tha t uch a conelu ion i valid for a ll surface strain measurements. At 
the transverse crevasse field, as stated above, the structure was complicated by previous 
fracturing. Although data from the marginal creva e fi eld in 196 7 are not of ufficient 
accuracy to draw definite conclusions, it appea red that meaningful results could be obtained 
using a 3 m gage length. At this location, the ice up-stream from the crevasses was fractu re
free and it is suggested that a continuum approach would be meaningful here over dimensions 
smaller than those for the transverse crevasse fi eld . 

NIS. received 25 November J 970. 
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